AP-I-901.1.5 SCHEDULE E
FFCA STUDENT-ATHLETE CODE OF ETHICS AND CONDUCT
This document outlines the code of ethics and conduct that a player who participates as a Phoenix athlete must
follow in order to remain a part of this team. The role of players extends well beyond participation on the court or
field. Each player acts as an ambassador for their school and represents their school through their actions and
gamesmanship.
The guidelines on the reverse of this page are in place to assist players in demonstrating acceptable behaviour
before, during, and after games. It is hoped that by clearly demonstrating the conduct outlined below, both in
word and spirit, every player from our teams will come away from competition with a stronger and better
developed sense of fair play and respect for their opponent.
The individuals that are chosen for an FFCA competitive athletics team must be willing to accept these and any
additional guidelines deemed appropriate by the coach. If you or your parent(s) feel that there may be issues with
these expectations during the season, please discuss with the coach or athletic director prior to signing this form
and accepting a position on a team. The Phoenix Athletics program appreciates everyone’s support and seeks to
have a season free from conduct-based distractions.
By signing this form, I agree that as a player on an FFCA athletics team I will:
 Learn the rules of the game.
 Recognize the integrity of any officials calling the game with understanding as to the difficulty in making correct
decisions under every game circumstance.
 Accept all decisions of the officials as final
 Show appreciation of good play by both teams.
 Constructively support your team without criticizing the opposition.
 Respect the feelings of all participants making sure to show empathy for an injured or disqualified player.
 Be gracious in defeat and victory. Remember, you will likely see these opponents in other sports seasons so you
will want to leave a positive impression.
 As a visitor, respect the property of the host school and accept the host’s regulations.
 If your team is not playing, please remain in the area where supervision is occurring and be a supportive
spectator.
 As a host, welcome the visitors as guests.
 Express thanks to those responsible for the opportunity to enjoy a school sports activity including coaches,
parents, and school community.
 Set an example that others would willingly recognize as being representative of fair play.
 Express any concerns personally and privately to the appropriate person (team captain, coach or athletic
director).
The above guidelines are only a partial list. Remember, our school is counting on you to demonstrate behavior that
we can all be proud of during activities outside of school.
_____________________________________

__________________________________

Player Name

Parent Name

_____________________________________
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Player Signature

Parent Signature

